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The Parklandia Project
Introduction
Parkland County launched The Parklandia Project, a youth planning program for grade six students in
the County, in January, 2014. After four successful years the County is pleased to offer this program
again for 2018. Parklandia teaches students the basics of community planning within a local
government setting. Lessons plans, worksheets and activities have been prepared by County staff and
are administered in conjunction with grade six teachers.
Overview
Parklandia is a fictional community that used by County planners and teachers to present planning
concepts and theories in one half day classroom session in grade six classes in Parkland County Schools.
The classroom session will prepare the students for the five (5) video lessons that will be provided to
the teachers.
By the end of the lessons, each classroom will have designed their own Parklandia based on the lessons
that they have learned throughout the program. After all the lessons have been completed classes will
split up into teams of 3-4 students, with each team given directions to develop their own unique
community based on the information from all of the classroom activities.
Communities are presented at a School Planning Fair run by teachers, with the support of school
administrators. Each team is required to construct a 3D model of their fictional community (using paper,
clay, toothpicks, etc.). Each model is accompanied by a poster board and promotional materials that
contain:

 Pictures and captions explaining how their citizens can live, work and play within the
community; and,
 Pictures and captions explaining how their community balances
Environmental, Governance and Economic pillars of sustainability.
Lesson Outline
Parkland County provides the above information through eight (8) lessons. The following plan outlines
the topics that are discussed, as well as an overview of how each topic is covered. Parkland County
Administration customized each lesson plan to effectively meet the grade six curriculum requirements.
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#

Lesson Topic

1

Local Government

2

Planning

3

Environmental
Conservation and
Sustainability

4

Residential

5

Industry/ Economic
Development

6

Resource
Extraction

7

Parks and
Recreation

8

Final Project

Overview
Provide an understanding of how local governments function.
Define the role of Mayor and Council and how decision making is done at the local
government level.
community.
of multiple groups including environmental,
social and cultural groups when making decisions.
Provide an understanding of Environmental Conservation and Sustainability and why the
environment is important to residents, and the local government.
Provide an understanding of where residential development is appropriate within a
community and some of the challenges that come with residential development.
Provide an understanding of why industry and economic development are necessary in a
community, and some of the challenges that come with them as they relate to land use
planning.
Identify why natural resource extraction (including oil /coal/gas) is important in a
community, and some of the challenges that come with it as it relates to land use planning.
Provide an understanding of why parks and recreational areas are necessary to a
community and some of the challenges that come with them as they relate to land use
planning.
Students create a fictional community and create their own map, model, poster,
promotional materials and presentation.

Classroom Decision-Making
In keeping with the grade six curriculum, the decision-making part of the video lessons uses the
democratic process. Each classroom is split into three (3) groups. During each lesson the students are
presented with two (2) possible options to resolve a land use planning issue in Parklandia.
During the videos they hear the opinions of several different stakeholders on these options. One
student group represents option one (1) while the second group represents option two (2). These two
groups debate the benefits and disadvantages of each side using the opinions identified in the lesson.
.
the debaters afterwards. The Mayor and Council then vote on which decision they believe is in the best
interest of their community with the majority vote being carried. The decision by Mayor and Council
is then incorporated into the classroom map of Parklandia.
After each lesson these groups rotate so that each group has a turn to represent the different options,
.
Contact
If you would like to participate in the program or have questions about The Parklandia Project, please
contact Mary McInnes at 780 968 8443 (ext. 8108) or at mmcinnes@parklandcounty.com
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Parklandia’s Alignment with
Grade 6 Social Studies
Parklandia provides support in addressing the following learning outcomes in the
Grade 6 Social Studies program:
From the Alberta Social Studies Kindergarten to Grade 12 Social Studies Program of Studies (2005)

Values and Attitudes Outcomes
6.1.1 Recognize how individuals and governments interact and bring about change within their
local and national communities:
 recognize and respect the democratic rights of all citizens in Canada

 value the contributions of elected representatives in the democratic process

Knowledge and Understanding Outcomes
6.1.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the fundamental principles of democracy by exploring
and reflecting upon the following questions and issues:
 What are the rights and responsibilities of citizens living in a representative democracy?
6.1.4 Analyze the structure and functions of local governments in Alberta by exploring and
reflecting upon the following questions and issues:
 What are the responsibilities of local governments (i.e., bylaws, taxes, services)?
6.1.6 Analyze how individuals, groups and associations within a community impact decision
making of local and provincial governments by exploring and reflecting upon the following
questions and issues:
 How can individuals, groups and associations within a community participate in the decisionmaking process regarding current events or issues (i.e., lobbying, petitioning, organizing and
attending local meetings and rallies, contacting elected representatives)?
 In what ways do elected officials demonstrate their accountability to the electorate
(e.g., respond to constituents, participate in local events, represent and express in government
meetings the concerns of constituents)?

Skills and Processes Outcomes
6.S.1 Develop skills of critical thinking and creative thinking:
 critically evaluate ideas, information and positions
 re-evaluate personal opinions to broaden understanding of a topic or an issue
 generate original ideas and strategies in individual and group activities

Courtesy of Diane Lander, Curriculum Facilitator,
Parkland School Division No. 70
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6.S.3 Develop skills of geographic thinking:
 construct and interpret various types of maps (i.e., historical, physical, political maps) to
broaden understanding of topics being studied
 use cardinal and intermediate directions to locate places on maps and globes
 use scales to determine the distance between places on maps and globes
 identify geographic problems and issues and pose geographic questions
6.S.4. Demonstrate skills of decision making and problem solving:
 propose and apply new ideas, strategies and options, supported with facts and reasons, to
contribute to decision making and problem solving
 consider multiple perspectives when dealing with issues, decision making and problem
solving
 collaborate with others to devise strategies for dealing with problems and issues
6.S.5 Demonstrate skills of cooperation, conflict resolution and consensus building:
 demonstrate the skills of compromise to reach group consensus
 work collaboratively with others to achieve a common goal
6.S.8 Demonstrate skills of oral, written and visual literacy:
 express opinions and present perspectives and information in a variety of forms such as oral or
written presentations, speeches or debates
 express reasons for their ideas and opinions, in oral or written form
 use skills of informal debate to persuasively express differing viewpoints regarding an issue
 respond appropriately to comments and questions, using language respectful of human
diversity
 listen to others to understand their perspectives

NOTE: Additionally, various learning outcomes from the Language Arts Program of Studies may be
addressed.

Courtesy of Diane Lander, Curriculum Facilitator,
Parkland School Division No. 70
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Parklandia Lesson 1 Plan
Instructed by County Staff (1-2 hours)
1) Introduce yourself using PowerPoint.
2) Introduce the program:
 All students are residents of the pretend community of Parklandia
 There are a total of 8 lessons in the program, spread over 3-4 months
 After video lessons developments will be added to the map
 By the end, the class will have a complete map
 For the final project students will have the opportunity to create their own fictional
community
 Planning Fair at the end
3) Introduce the Local Government topic:
4) Ask the class what they know about Local Government. If nothing, explain the levels of
government in Canada.
5) Explain the voting system of Parklandia. Mention that it is very similar to elections in Parkland
County:
 6 divisions, each represented by a councilor
 1 mayor elected at large
 Councilors represent all the things that the residents within their division believe are
important
 The Mayor ensures that all of the things that are important to all of the residents in
Parklandia are represented
 Citizen need to vote to ensure that the right individual is representing them
6) Get studen
family?"( stress parents as well)
 Allow time for students to record
 Put some answers on the board
7) Look at answers on the board tell students that all of these things are important to residents in
the community of Parklandia. Ask them to try and broaden those ideas into categories that
would represent the community as a whole and write those on the board for example
 Soccer + Dance + Hockey = Sports
 Jobs + House = Employment
 Cars + Bike = Roads
 Guides + Scouts + Clubs = Community Centers
 IPad + Play Station = Stores and Amenities
 Camping + Hiking + Summer Camp = Parks
 Horses + Tractor =Agriculture
8) If you find a class falls short in an important category prod for the answers you are looking for.
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9) Explain that in the next category are all the things that Parklandia will need to provide for its
citizens through its many departments. All of the things that a local government does are
done by real people with real jobs.
10) Go through departments and explain a bit about sort of work they do relating back to what is
important to their community. Mention that municipalities try to partner with other
municipalities:
 Parks and Recreation - provide parks, paths, sports fields, boat launches, beaches,
public outdoor places
 Agriculture - provides support for farms
 Community Services - provides halls, social activities and programs, host events
 Economic Development - provides jobs, business opportunities, tourism, creates
income for county to provide all these other things
 Protective Services - ensures your safety, fire, ambulance, police
 Environmental Services - Protect the environment, plant trees
 Engineering Services - maintains roads, sewer, water, sidewalks, public transit
 Public Works - Garbage, Cut grass, Clear snow
 Tax and assessment - Gather money from the citizens to pay for all of the things
provided to them
 Planning - Ensure that all of the things that are important to you and all of the things
provided by the different department fit together within a community. Explain that
they will be doing the planning for Parklandia by deciding where everything will go.
11) Go through picture slides: What department would provide this?
12) Introduce last worksheet question. Have the kids look back at what they said was important to
their community. Have them relate those things into a department. For example
 Sports - Parks and Recreation can create a sports field
 Employment - Economic Development can create business opportunities that will
create jobs
 Roads - Engineering services will ensure that we have good roads
 Community centers - Community Services with provide community halls for activities
 Stores and amenities - Economic Development will provide Business opportunities for
stores and amenities
 Parks - Parks and Recreation will create and maintain parks
 Agriculture - Agriculture will provide opportunities to farmers.
13) Let them know that the lesson is over, when you will be back and that they will be learning more
about Planning and how they can fit all of these things into our pretend community of
Parklandia.
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Parklandia Lesson 2 Plan
Instructed by County Staff (1-2 hours)
1) Remind them of 1st lesson and what was said about planning.
2) Introduce Planning topic.
3) Explain that good communities should allow their residents to Live, Work and Play within it.
4)
 Note that many of these things include the environment and explain that it is our duty
to protect the environment in order to protect the things we need to live. Some of
these things include:
o Air - Threat/Solutions
o Energy - Threat/Solutions
o Water - Threat/Solutions
o Plants and Wildlife - Threat/Solutions
5)
give time)
6)
7)
picture on board, write for th
8) Erase chart and go through planning exercise (what goes where?)Place pictures in relation to
one another on the board, like in a community
9) Explain that in addition to having its residents live work and play, a community should also
ensure that their social, cultural, economic, governance and environmental needs are met.
10) Go through what is meant by:
 Social Needs  Cultural Needs - museums, parades, celebrations, Churches, Diversity, Rodeo
 Economic Needs - parents have to work, you may have activities that cost money
 Governance - need to have a city hall, parents need to be able to vote
 Environment - need air to breath
11) Ask students to list these in the first box. When they have finished their list ask for some
examples. Have the students determine what built environment is needed to fulfill their list for
example:
 Girl guides - community hall
 Bible Study - Church

- factory or store
 Going to the movie - a theater
 Need air to breath - conservation area
12) Let them know that the lesson is over, what they will be learning about next class:
Environmental Conservation and Sustainability.
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Parklandia Lesson 3 Plan
Instructed by Teacher (1.5 hrs)
1) Introduce video lesson and explain that they will have to keep track of the arguments made
and fill out their worksheet during the video.
2) Ensure that 3 groups have been established.
Video Lesson will:
 Provide an overview of Environmental Conservation and Sustainability (what they are
and why they are important to a community)
 Present the predicament in Parklandia
 Present option 1 and option 2
 Allow stakeholders to present their arguments
After Video:
3) Split group into 3 teams.
4) Have them discuss their debate points for their assigned options. Ensure that teams address
the concerns voiced by the opposition and try to think of creative ways to resolve them. Have
Mayor and Council decide who will give out the final decision to the residents after the
debate.
5) Have the debate.
6) Have Mayor and Council vote on option 1 and 2 and state a reason for their decision.
7) Add the new decision to the Parklandia map!
8) Let them know that the lesson is over, what they will be learning about next class: Residential
Development.
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Parklandia Lesson 4 Plan
Instructed by Teacher (1.5 hrs)
1) Review the decision of last class
2) Introduce video lesson and explain that they will have to keep track of the arguments made
and fill out their worksheet during the video.
Video Lesson will:
 Provide an overview of Residential Development (what it is and why it is important to
a community)
 Present the predicament in Parklandia
 Present option 1 and option 2
 Allow stakeholders to present their arguments
After Video:
3) Split group into teams have them discuss their debate points for their assigned options.
Ensure that teams address the concerns voiced by the opposition and try to think of creative
ways to resolve them. Have Mayor and Council decide who will give out the final decision to
the residents after the debate.
4) Have the debate.
5) Have Mayor and Council vote on option 1 and 2 and state a reason for their decision.
6) Add the new decision to the Parklandia map!
7) Let them know that the lesson is over and what they will be learning about next class: Industry
and Economic Development.
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Parklandia Lesson 5 Plan
Instructed by Teacher (1.5 hrs)
1) Review the decision of last class
2) Introduce video lesson and explain that they will have to keep track of the arguments made
and fill out their worksheet during the video.
Video Lesson will
 Provide an overview of Industry and Economic Development (what they are and why
they are important to a community).
 Present the predicament in Parklandia
 Present option 1 and option 2
 Allow stakeholders to present their arguments.
After Video:
3) Split group into teams have them discuss their debate points for their assigned options. Ensure
that teams address the concerns voiced by the opposition and try to think of creative ways to
resolve them. Have Mayor and Council decide who will give out the final decision to the
residents after the debate.
4) Have the debate.
5) Have Mayor and Council vote on option 1 and 2 and state a reason for their decision.
6) Add the new decision to the Parklandia map!
7) Let them know that the lesson is over and what they will be learning about next class:
Resource Extraction.
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Parklandia Lesson 6 Plan
Instructed by Teacher (1.5 hrs)
1) Review the decision of last class
2) Introduce video lesson and explain that they will have to keep track of the arguments made
and fill out their worksheet during the video.
Video Lesson will:
 Provide an overview of Resource Extraction (what it is and why it is important to a
community)
 Present the predicament in Parklandia
 Present option 1 and option 2
 Allow stakeholders to present their arguments
After video:
3) Split group into teams have them discuss their debate points for their assigned options. Ensure
that teams address the concerns voiced by the opposition and try to think of creative ways to
resolve them. Have Mayor and Council decide who will give out the final decision to the
residents after the debate.
4) Have the debate.
5) Have Mayor and Council vote on option 1 and 2 and state a reason for their decision.
6) Add the new decision to the Parklandia map!
7) Let them know that the lesson is over and what they will be learning about next class: Parks
and Recreation.
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Parklandia Lesson 7 Plan
Instructed by Teacher (1.5 hrs)
1) Review the decision of last class and explain that this will be the last decision that their
community will need to make and that next class they will start to create their own unique
community. Explain that in this lesson they have a twist. They can choose to do only one option,
to do both options or to do neither option.
2) Introduce video lesson explain that they will have to keep track of the arguments made and fill
out their worksheet during the video.
Video Lesson will:
 Provide overview of Parks and recreation(what they are and why they are important to
a community)
 Present the predicament in Parklandia
 Present option 1 and option 2
 Allow stakeholders to present their arguments
After video:
3) Split group into teams have them discuss their debate points for their assigned options. Ensure
that teams address the concerns voiced by the opposition and try to think of creative ways to
resolve them. Have Mayor and Council decide who will give out the final decision to the
residents after the debate.
4) Have the debate
5) Have Mayor and Council vote on option 1 and 2 and state a reason for their decision.
6) Add the new decision to the Parklandia map!
7) Explain that next class the final project will have the class creating their own communities in
Teams of 3 or 4.
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Parklandia Lesson 8 Plan
Instructed by Teacher (1.5 hrs)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Present the final Parklandia map.
Introduce final project and planning fair.
Go through project outline.
Stress that this is a completely different community that has a unique situation.
Draw a few examples on the board
 Round with multiple city and lakes, surrounded by counties, oil rich
 Rectangle with rivers running crosswise through the middle, no lake, one village
surrounded on three sides by large cities, heavily forested
 Along the coast in a mountainous valley with cities lining the water, lots of coal
6) Go through project grading scheme
7) Assign groups
8) Have the groups start working on a concept.
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WORKSHEETS
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Name:
Date:

What is important to
you?

Topic: Local Government

What is important to
your community?

Which municipal
department would
provide this?

How would that
department provide this?

What departments does a municipality have and what do they do?
Name

Duties

Parks and
Recreation

Provides parks, paths, sports fields, boat launches, beaches, public outdoor places

Agriculture
Services

Provides support for farms

Community
Services

Provides community halls, social activities and programs, hosts events

Economic
Development

Protective
Services

Environmental
Services

Provides jobs and business opportunities, creates income for the county to provide services

Ensures your safety through fire department, ambulance and police

Protects the environment, plants trees

Engineering
Services

Maintains roads, sewer, water, sidewalks, public transit

Public Works

Removes garbage, cuts grass, clears snow

Tax and
Assessment

Gathers money from the citizens to pay for all the things provided to them

Planning

Ensures that all the things that are important to the community and all the things provided by
the different departments fit together within the community; decide where everything goes

Name:
Date:

Topic: Planning

Live

Work

Play

?
Aspect

List Activities
EX. Family Reunion

Social

Cultural

How does your community support these activities?
-Community Halls, Campgrounds, Beaches and Parks

Economic

Government

Environment

Name:
Date:

Topic:

Explain the Lesson Topic:

Why is this Topic Important to a Community?

What Conflicts Can it Create? (Or What Are The Tools? Lesson 3 Only)

What are the Options?
Option 1:
Option 2:

Stakeholder #1
Who is the
stakeholder?

Preferred
Option:

Why do they
prefer this
option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Stakeholder #2
Who is the
stakeholder?

Why do they
prefer this
option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Preferred
Option:

Stakeholder #3
Who is the
stakeholder?

Preferred
Option:

Why do they
prefer this
option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Stakeholder #4
Who is the
stakeholder?

Preferred
Option:

Why do they
prefer this
option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Debate Arguments
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VIDEO ANSWER KEYS
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Topic: Environment and Sustainability

Explain the Lesson Topic:

Why is this Topic Important to a Community?

Tools

1) Education- Informs people on how to conserve and minimalize harm on the
environment
2) Regulation- Prevents people from engaging in environmentally harmful behaviors
3) Incentives- Financial support to enhance or protect the environment
4) Partnerships- Sharing resources
5) Designations- Decide what occurs on land owned by government
What are the Options?
Option 1: Place the highway through the conservation area and replace twice as much habitat as is
destroyed
Option 2: Place highway around conservation area
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Stakeholder #1
Who is the
stakeholder?
Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Chosen
Option

Highway Developer

1

-Less work, fewer materials and considerably cheaper
-Faster route
-Have offered to replace habitat that is being destroyed

-More work, more materials and more money
-Will take more time to construct

Stakeholder #2
Who is the
stakeholder?

Park Warden

Chosen
Option

2

-Leaves the nature conservation are undisturbed

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

-Destroying mature habitat
-Replacements will not be the same age
-Rare species may be destroyed
-Interrupts habitat with a highway that is dangerous for animals to cross
-Not much more expensive
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Stakeholder #3
Who is the
stakeholder?

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

White Water Rafting Business Owner
-Will get customers to his business faster
-People will enjoy the scenic drive
-Finished quickly

-Feels that he will lose business if the trip is longer
-Will not be able to open this summer

Chosen
Option

1
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Explain the Lesson Topic:

Why is this Topic Important to a Community?

What Conflict can it create?

1) Environmental- Habitat destroyed for development
2) Agricultural- Loss of good agricultural land
3) Intermunicipal- Addressing and servicing conflicts
What are the Options?
Option 1: Place the residential development by the lake
Option 2: Place the residential development by the Big City
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Stakeholder #1
Who is the
stakeholder?

Preferred
Option

Farmers

1

-Not in agriculturally rich ground

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

-It is in agriculturally rich land that should be used for farming

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Stakeholder #2
Who is the
stakeholder?

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Retired Resident

Preferred
Option

-The lake is beautiful and there are lots of activities there
-Close to activities

-Agricultural operations may cause odors
-Highway interchange too busy

1
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Stakeholder #3
Who is the
stakeholder?

Preferred
Option

Crystal Clear Lake Society

2

-Further from an environmentally significant area

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

-Too many activities on lakeshore will alter the environment around the lake
-Unique cod species will be harmed

Stakeholder #4
Who is the
stakeholder?

Residential Developer

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

-Able to construct quicker
-More affordable prices
-More diverse housing choices
-Will be able to commute

-Only wealthy individuals could live there

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Preferred
Option

2

Topic: Industry and Economic Development

Explain the Lesson Topic:

Why is this Topic Important to a Community?

What conflicts can it create?

1) Loss of Agricultural Land- Industry requires large sections of land
2) Pollution- Air, Water, Soil, Sounds and Light

What are the Options?
Option 1: Close to Big City, highways and railroad
Option 2: Far from Big City
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Stakeholder #1
Who is the
stakeholder?

Preferred
Option

Worker

1

-Closer to where workers live

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

-Too far of a drive to get to work
-Would constantly be traveling to the Big City wasting valuable time and gas on the long drive

Stakeholder #2
Who is the
stakeholder?

The Small City
-It is far away from where they live

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

-Do not want to share roads with trucks
-Do not want to see the lights

Preferred
Option

2
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Stakeholder #3
Who is the
stakeholder?

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Business Association

Preferred
Option

-Easier for business relations
-Closer to workers
-Save costs on shipping

-More money
-More travel time
-Will need to construct railway station on west side
-May need to cut jobs

1

Topic: Resource Extraction

Explain the Lesson Topic:

Why is this Topic Important to a Community?

What Conflicts can it create?

1) Noise- From crushing and trucks
2) Visuals- Unwanted by neighbors
3) Environment- Affects plants, animals and groundwater

What are the Options?
Option 1: To allow extraction
Option 2: Do not allow extraction
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Stakeholder #1
Who is the
stakeholder?

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Gravel Extracting Business Owner

Preferred
Option

2

Preferred
Option

1

-Wants to make money
-Is required to follow E
-will improve the area with picnic tables

-They cannot make any money
-The county will not receive any tax

Stakeholder #2
Who is the
stakeholder?

Lazy River Association

-The river bed habitat will remain untouched for the animals and river users

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

-Extraction in this area will have to much of an impact on the river
-Will temporarily lose picnic spot
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Stakeholder #3
Who is the
stakeholder?

Preferred
Option

Lazy River Tubers
-Will maintain the scenic river route

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

-Will ruin the view of the river

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

Stakeholder #4
Who is the
stakeholder?

Developer

Preferred
Option

-Needs gravel to use for business

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

-Will cost a lot of money to bring in gravel from another place
-May need to layoff Parklandia employees
-Does not support Local Businesses

2

Topic: Parks and Recreation

Explain the Lesson Topic:

Why is this Topic Important to a Community?

1) Environment- Overuse and misuse
2) Agriculture- Needs large areas

What are the Options?
Option 1: Build a golf course in the west
Option 2: Build a golf course in the east
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Stakeholder #1
Who is the
stakeholder?

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

The Village Developer

Preferred
Option

1

Preferred
Option

2

Preferred
Option

2

-Will bring in business to the village
-Will provide jobs for residents
-Will provide an amenity for their residents
-Will provide a vacation resort for the Big City

-Cities already has enough jobs
-Will not serve as a vacation destination

Stakeholder #2
Who is the
stakeholder?

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

The Small City Developer
-Will bring in business to the city
-Will provide jobs for residents
-Will provide an amenity for their residents

-Will not benefit the city directly

Stakeholder #3
Who is the
stakeholder?

Roaring Rapids

-It does not affect an environmentally significant area

Why did they
prefer this
this option?
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Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

-It is too close to the river and will affect the habitat
-Need to clear cut area
-Fertilizer may contaminate river
-Could fall off steep cliff

Stakeholder #4
Who is the
stakeholder?

Farmer
-It is not in good farm land

Why did they
prefer this
this option?

Why are they
opposed to
the other
option?

-It is in good farm land
-Golfers would not like odors
-Golf balls could damage machinery
-Fertilizer could ruin crops

Preferred
Option

1
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VIDEO OPTION MAPS
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FINAL PROJECT OUTLINE
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Final Project Outline
Your Planning Fair project must include the following five aspects: Map, Model, Poster, Promotional Materials,
and Presentation.
1 Map:
Your map should be large enough to read easily. Maps can be handmade or digital and should include:
1)
name at the top in large bold writing.
2)
boundaries and the situation of the surrounding communities. For example
boundaries may be shared with cities, other communities, other countries, natural areas, oceans, etc.
Your community may share several boundaries or only a few.
3) The physical geography of your community such as mountain ranges, lakes, rivers, islands, coasts,
deserts, glaciers, rainforests, volcanoes, canyons, wetlands, etc. Your community may have a varied
physical geography or a very simple one. Keep in mind that not all geographic features occur in the
same climates or location.
4) The main transportation networks such as railroads, transit centres, ferries, ports, airports, trails,
roads, etc. Your community may have several different transportation methods or only a few.
5) The natural resources that occur in your community such as agriculture, energy, oil, aggregate,
lumber, fisheries, etc. Your community may have many different natural resources or only a few.
6) The location of any extraction or utilization of natural resources and agriculture. You may choose
to use all, a few or none of your resources.
7) The locations of:
a. Industrial and/or commercial activities.
b. Low, medium and high density residential development.
c. Any nature conservation areas.
d. Any recreational activities such as public beaches, campgrounds, golf courses, amusement
parks, ski hills, sports facilities, trails, concert facilities etc.
e. Social spaces such as community halls, etc.
f. Cultural activities such as museums, heritage sites, etc.
g. Local government buildings and services including protective services and hospitals. Keep
in mind some of these services may be shared with other municipalities.
8) Any additional information that you feel creates a better community.
9) Where possible use a legend to avoid cluttering the map with labels.
Accompanying your map should be a written description of the following:
1) The climate of your community, for example, it could be tropical, dry, moderate, continental or polar.
Your climate should align with your physical geography.
2) The physical geography of your community. This should align with the climate of your area.
3) The natural resources that occur in your community and why, or not, they are extracted/used.
4) How you chose the location of:
a. Industrial and/or commercial activities.
b. Low, medium and high density residential development.
c. Any nature conservation areas.
d. Any recreational activities such as public beaches, campgrounds, golf courses, amusement
parks, ski hills, sports facilities, trails, concert facilities etc.
e. Social spaces such as community halls, etc.
f. Cultural activities such as museums, heritage sites, etc.
5) Local government buildings and services including protective services and hospitals. Any other
description that you feel is necessary.

2 Model
Where possible your model should be three dimensional (3D). Your model should include all of the aspects in
your map. Be as creative as possible. Your model does not need to be labeled or accompanied by a legend.
3 Poster Board
Your poster board should be a standalone, three-fold cardboard poster. It should be colourful and creative
while remaining organized. Everything should have a title. Your poster board should include:
1) Map with legend.
2) Map descriptions.
3)
name, large and bold, placed wherever you think it is most visually appealing.
4) A paragraph explaining why
an appropriate name for your community, placed near your
5)

Pictures with accompanying captions that describe each of the following*:
 Three types of residential development density within your community where your citizens
can live.

:
i. can work
ii. can live
iii. can play
iv. social needs have been met
v. cultural needs have been met
vi. economic needs have been met
vii. governance needs have been met
viii. environmental needs have been met
*NOTES:
 The pictures can be a combination of hand drawn and colored pictures, photos you have taken, and
pictures from the internet which you have cited appropriately.
 The captions should begin with the phrase that identifies what you are describing. For example,


The examples you choose to show with pictures and captions should be represented on the map.

4 Promotional Materials
Separate from your poster you will need to create a minimum of two written promotional materials. These
materials should promote the community generally, promote a specific aspect of the community or promote
a specific event that occurs within the community. These materials could be in the form of a:
 Brochure
 Newsletter Article
 Handout/Leaflet
 Newspaper Advertisement
5 Oral Presentation
The presentation should be split equally between the team members and include the following:
1) The team members should introduce themselves by name and school.
2) The presenters should point out various aspects of the community on the map and or model as they
mention them.
3) The team members may be asked to answer various questions about their community.
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Judges’ Scoring Document
Parkland County Regional Planning Fair
Judge: __________________________________
Team Members: ___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
School: ______________________________________________
Name of the community this team created: _______________________ _______

1. Begin by spending a minute or so at each of the displays to gain a general sense of the calibre of the displays.
2. Scoring for Physical Exhibit - Visit each display. Introduce yourself and meet the team members. Then spend 510 minutes looking closely at all the materials at each display vidence from the display to support each score.
3. While waiting for the oral presentations to begin, familiarize yourself with the criteria for the Content of the
Oral Presentation and the Delivery of the Oral Presentation.
4. Once judging of the physical exhi
5. Score each of the criteria for both components of the oral presentation, noting evidence to support each score.
6. Return score card to coordinator for tally.

Physical Exhibit = ____
34
Content of Oral Presentation = ___
18
Delivery of Oral Presentation = ___
6

Criteria: Logical and Comprehensive
Score

5 or 6

3 or 4
1 or 2

Level of Demonstration
Layout is very logical and can be followed
easily;
All the key information is presented (refer to
project outline)
Layout is somewhat logical and can be
followed to some degree;
Most of the key information is presented
(refer to project outline)
Lacks layout organization;
Some of the key information is presented
(refer to project outline)

Criteria: Visuals
Score

Level of Demonstration

5 or 6

1 or 2

Display demonstrates creative AND
effective use of materials
Display demonstrates effective use of
materials
Display demonstrates ineffective use of
materials

Score

Level of Demonstration

5 or 6

1 or 2

All components of the community clearly
align with each other
Components of the community align with
each other somewhat
Lack of alignment amongst components of
the community

Score

Level of Demonstration

3 or 4

Criteria: Alignment

3 or 4

Criteria: Quality and Clarity

5 or 6

3 or 4

1 or 2

Score

7 - 10

4-6
1-3

Written documents, drawings and model
are extremely well constructed and very
easy to understand; any photos used
enhance the clarity of ideas
Written documents, drawings and model
are somewhat well constructed and fairly
easy to understand; any photos used
support the ideas
Written documents, drawings and model
are poorly constructed and difficult to
understand; any photos used support ideas
somewhat

Criteria: Convincing (May Be Supported By Oral Presentation)
Level of Demonstration
structure convinces viewers, to a great
extent, that the community was created
wisely
The rationale behind the
structure convinces viewers, to some
extent, that the community was created
wisely
structure convinces viewers, to a small

extent, that the community was created
wisely

Criteria: Introduction
Score

Level of Demonstration
The introduction is clear and creates an

3
2
1

situation.
The introduction is apparent.
The introduction is not evident.

Criteria: Organizes the Content
Score

3
2
1

Level of Demonstration
The content is organized logically with
fluid transitions to capture and hold the
presentation.
The organization of the content is
somewhat logical; transitions are evident.
The content lacks organization; transitions
are abrupt or distracting.

Criteria: Supports Ideas
Score

3
2
1

Level of Demonstration
Important details add to the interest and
depth of the presentation; details work to
connect the listener to the presentation.
Basic details are provided that are necessary
for the listener to understand the premise
of the presentation.
The majority of ideas are unsupported by
additional information or explanation.

Criteria: Uses Appropriate Vocabulary
Score

3
2
1

Level of Demonstration
Vocabulary is descriptive and accurate,
engaging the listener.
Vocabulary provides clarity and avoids
confusion.
Vocabulary is awkward or inappropriate
for the topic, making the speaker difficult
to understand.

Criteria: Completeness
Score

Level of Demonstration

5 or 6

The presentation was very thorough and
any questions were answered well.
The presentation summarizes the main
ideas and answers question adequately.
The presentation lacked pertinent
information and left questions
unanswered.

3 or 4
1 or 2

DELIVERY of the Oral Presentation
Score

3

2
1

Score

3
2
1

Criteria: Uses Tone, Speed and Volume as Tools
Level of Demonstration
Evidence (judge’s notes)
Speaker manipulates tone, speed, and
volume, using these tools to emphasize
important ideas and hold listener’s
attention.
Speaker avoids distracting vocal fillers or
physical mannerisms and uses adequate
speed and volume throughout
presentation.
Vocal fillers are present throughout the
presentation. Speed and volume are
inappropriate for the presentation.

Level of Demonstration

Criteria: Appears Comfortable with Audience
Evidence (judge’s notes)

Eye contact and physical gestures
demonstrate the speaker’s energy and
interest, guiding the listener through the
presentation.
Eye contact and physical gestures are
natural and fluid.
Eye contact with the audience is lacking.
Gestures are missing or awkward. Speaker
depends heavily on written speech or
notes.
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Contact Information
If you have questions about The Parklandia Project or would like additional information, please contact:
Mary McInnes
Parklandia Project Manager
Planner, Parkland County
780 968 8443 (ext. 8108)
mmcinnes@parklandcounty.com.

